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     President's Note:

  Many thanks to Marty, Linda, and Ed for organizing a BACK ROADS 
TOUR of Lebanon.  What a great day we had, six cars, nine members 
And perfect weather.

  I was especially impressed with all of the pasture land/rolling hills, 
which comprises so much of Lebanon.  During our drive we saw a 
harvester in action cutting crops and automatically “chucking” them 
out a rear mounted chute high into the air.  The crops were then 
landing in the bed of a large trailer truck, which followed 20-30 feet 
behind the harvester.  What an operation!  Later, we also saw a 
“tedder” turning over cut hay, so it could dry before bailing.  Later we 
enjoyed a break at a very picturesque pond known to some as 
“Marty's & Andre's “old fish'n hole”.  Our tour ended at the Lebanon 
Historic Society where Ed had arranged for us to enter so we could 
freshen up a bit  before our picnic lunch.  A Fantastic Day!

  We hope to have 2 more tours this Fall, so stay tuned and above all, 
stay well......                 Pete
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Oct.,3, Zagray Farms-- Cancel 

Oct.,4, Glass Field Auction,Sterling Ct.-9am

Oct., 5, Car Cruise,Brooklyn Ct. Rt 6 –5 pm to 7PM

Oct.,14, Meeting at Johns -5Pm- Mask and Keep 6 ft. away

Oct.,17 Fall Tour—Meet at Johns Leaving at 10am—Pack a 
LUNCH and mask. Don't forget your chair!!
  Rain date will be the next Saturday the 24th

Oct 3rd there will be a tour leaving Johns at 10am. Bring a 
mask, lunch and chair
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 Andres 1962 Chevy Impala 
  Andre did a good job ! All those parts on the floor found a home on the car .
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Before After

Here is a web sight you mite look at if you have the craven for bacon.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qqwqj4Wu2zg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vNjJ_NsYr24

Here is an auction with some old cars. At the end there is a steam roller

Things to look at 
With your mask on.

Looking for something?
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